D. Scott Carroll
E-Mail: d.scott.carroll@gmail.com

Objective
My goal is to be a well-rounded application developer with a focus on improving the user interface.

Recent Experience
Quicken Loans

Jun 2013 - Present

Sr. Software Engineer: Coding the Mortgage Services Portal. It is an AngularJS based application using Compass/SASS with a
Karma/Jasmine test suite and Grunt as the task runner. There is also a corresponding RESTful API. I also set up a Jenkins CI server, a
Solr search server, and built an agile story sizing application using node.js and socket.io with an AngularJS front-end and graphael
charting of results in real time.
Lowe’s Home Improvement

May 2011 – Jun 2013

Sr. Front-End Developer: Worked to improve their core javascript library. Marked up, and styled, the overall site template currently
in use on lowes.com based on mocks. Built a store locator using Google Maps. Documented front-end best practices and code
guidelines for other developers. Visited technical conferences and training seminars to further develop front-end skills in javascript
and accessibility. Developed global UI components and pattern library.
Technisource

March 2010 – May 2011

Contract UI Developer at Lowe’s Home Improvement: I developed various jQuery plugins, developed Facebook interactivity, and
worked on the product layout and presentation throughout lowes.com. Lowe’s switched to an agile development process and I
received training and was on an example team for the organization.

Education
I have thought about returning for a degree, but I get too caught up in work to worry about school.
Rowan-Cabarrus Comm. College

2009-2010

Working towards a computer sciences degree.
Trident Technical College

2000-2001

Working towards a computer sciences degree.

Skills
I am an experienced, professional UI developer with a broad range of skills. I am self-taught and self-motivated. I am a highly skilled
javascript developer, a moderately skilled PHP developer. I am an agile developer and a team player. I can put together a Lego
model faster than most people, and I love to tinker with robotics and electronic “Internet of Things.”

Links
https://www.linkedin.com/in/scottux - Linked In, more skills and endorsements as well as further work history.
https://github.com/scottux - Code samples and open source contributions.
http://jsfiddle.net/user/scottux - Javascript/HTML/CSS examples that run in the browser.

